CRIMINAL MISCHIEF  Criminal Mischief  OCT 11 2005-Tuesday at 10:02  05-10-11-34871
Location: PYNE HALL  051508
Summary: RP, a Princeton University staff member, reported damaged light fixtures. Unit dispatched. Investigation revealed an unknown person damaged three bracket lamps. No suspects or witnesses were developed. Report filed; case referred.

ANNOYING EMAIL  Annoying Email (S)  OCT 11 2005-Tuesday at 11:14  05-10-11-34887
Location: OFF CAMPUS NOT LOCAL  051510
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported her boyfriend, at another college, is receiving annoying e-mail pertaining to her. The student sought advice how to handle the situation. Unit dispatched. Report filed; case referred to investigators.

BURGLARY  Unlawful Entry - No Force  OCT 11 2005-Tuesday at 11:37  05-10-11-34891
Location: SPELMAN HALL  051511
Summary: RR, a Princeton University student, reported the theft of a digital camera from her room. Unit dispatched. Investigation revealed the camera was taken during a party, hosted by the victim. Report filed; case referred.

PROP DAMAGE-NON UNIV  Property Damage (Non-University)  OCT 11 2005-Tuesday at 17:12  05-10-11-34936
Location: LOT 19  051512
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported their vehicle was damaged after being towed to the impound lot. Unit dispatched. Investigation revealed scratches on the vehicle. The student was advised to contact the towing agency regarding the damage. Report filed; case referred.

MAINTENANCE  Maintenance  OCT 11 2005-Tuesday at 17:52  05-10-11-34940
Location: FORBES COLLEGE  051513
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported flooding due to a clogged toilet. Unit dispatched. Plumbing shop responded and turned off the water. No personal property was damaged. Report filed.

INJURY/ILLNESS  Intoxicated Person  OCT 12 2005-Wednesday at 05:10  05-10-12-35011
Location: 1940 HALL  051516
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported an intoxicated student in need of assistance. Units dispatched. PFARS responded and transported the underage individual to UHS. Report filed; case referred.

ALARM  Security Alarm  OCT 12 2005-Wednesday at 06:08  05-10-12-35016
Location: UNIVERSITY STORE  051517
Summary: RP, a DPS staff member, received an activated "Sump Pump Failure" alarm at the University Store. Units dispatched. Investigation revealed an inch of water on lower level floor. The Plumbing Shop was notified. Some property was damaged. Report filed; case referred.